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o Robotics  
• July 18, 2006: Underwater vision systems for swimming pools that function as 

lifeguard assistants; robotic car designed by Stanford students that covered 132 miles 
of desert without human intervention to capture a $2 million DARPA prize; next year: 
a car that drives in simulated real-looking traffic; voice recognition system for 
customer service and telephone directory applications; an electronic concierge that is 
able to listen, speak and provide some in-home concierge services; advanced robotic 
vacuums. 

• December 18, 2003: Creating human-like mobility in robots at MIT; with a footprint 
two feet wide, the Segway Human Transporter, the two-wheeled motorized super-
balanced scooter designed to whisk people around an urban landscape. Human 
mobility is extremely complicated; but the researchers studied it to create the Segway 
that can navigate doorways, turn on the spot in hallways, go up hills, over bumps, and 
carry hundreds of pounds.    

• May 30, 2006: Interplanetary robotic explorer being sent on a mission to Titan, 
Saturn’s moon, will float around the thick atmosphere and survey the sand dunes and 
carved valleys below; software manages the schedule of orbiting of earth-observing 
satellites, looks for disasters like volcanic eruptions, wild fires, floods, etc.  

• October 14, 2005: Stanford vehicle that won the DARPA award; how to reduce the 
number of car accidents, focus on driver-assistance systems such as intelligent cruise 
control, lane change warnings, etc.  

• August 28, 2003: Automatic vacuum cleaner 
• Robotic Soccer: Two teams compete at an international competition, RoboCup 

o Games 
• August 22, 2004: Making of an X Box Warrior program to train troops (Full Spectrum 

Warrior) in insurgency situations such as Iraq; Help recruits practice their Arabic 
(Special Operations Command). Main idea: Detailed realistic simulations, large 
number of participants, learning to make judgments. 

• January 27, 2003: Deep Junior, played 6 games against Kasparov. The program used 
AI technology, and not just raw computing power like Deep Blue of 1997.  

o Software Tutors 
• September 16, 2004: Teaching kids how to solve simple arithmetic and simple algebra 

problems.  
o Computer-Assisted Hearing 

• August 12, 2004: Helping communicate in noisy environments. Adapts to the noise 
around a user to adjust signal-to-noise ratio.  

o Finance 
• July 9, 2006: Mutual funds that are managed by AI and other program—some are 

doing really well. Examples from Vanguard, Charles Schwab, Long-Term Capital 
Management (a hedge fund) 

o E-commerce 



• October 30, 2005: Google Adsense, 12 word snippets of text, linked to topics that 
users are interested in, have turned Google into one of the biggest advertising vehicles 
in the world. In 2005, Google sold $6.1 billion in ads. 

• December 14, 2003: Trying to predict if a song is going to be hit, using clustering 
algorithm that locates acoustic similarities between songs, like common bits of rhythm, 
harmonies or keys. It takes a new tune and compares it with the mathematical 
signatures of the last 30 years Top 40 hits.  

o Art, Literature, etc. 
o   

• November 24, 2003: A program that writes poetry has been granted US patent.  
• April 13, 2005: A program that responds instantly to dancers’ movements, draws 

graphic that are projected on a transparent screen in front of the stage. Choreographers 
embracing technology.  

• August 3, 2006: Electronic Mozart at 250, program uses AI to reconstruct the 
monumental fugue in the last movement of Mozart’s Jupiter Symphony.  

o Workplace 
• February 10, 2005: Human-computer interface, when to interrupt a user with new 

email, IM messages, etc., when he/she is at work 
• October 16, 2005: Research at Microsoft, they studied people at work in cubicles, how 

often people are interrupted; if high-tech work distractions are inevitable, maybe, we 
can re-engineer them to receive their benefits but few of their downsides. 

 
 
 


